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Introduction.
Let X be a nonsingular, n-dimensional, quasiprojective variety over R (that is, an irreducible, yi-dimensional, quasiprojective scheme over M, smooth over R). We endow the set X(M) of R-rational points of X with the topology induced by the usual metric topology on R, and assume that X(M) is nonempty and compact. Thus X(R) is a C7°°, closed, n-dimensional manifold. Given a nonnegative integer k, we let Z k {X} denote the group of algebraic {n -^)-cycles on X (that is, the free Abelian group on the set of closed, (n -A^-dimensional subvarieties of X). There exists a unique group homomorphism cb:Z k (X)-^H k (X(R)^/ < 2) such that for every closed, (n -A^-dimensional subvariety V of X, the cohomology class cl^V) is Poincare dual to the homology class in -A;(X(R),Z/2) determined by V(R) (cf. [5] for the definition of this homology class). In the present paper we study the cohomology classes of the form cliR(^), where z is a cycle in Z^X) algebraically equivalent to 0 (we refer to [7] for the theory of algebraic equivalence of cycles). Such cohomology classes need not be trivial, but as we shall see below they must satisfy quite restrictive conditions. The extreme cases, k = 0 and k = n, are easy to analyze. Obviously, a cycle z in Z°(X) is algebraically equivalent to 0 if and only if z = 0. On the other hand, every cycle in Z n (X) of the form XQ -a;i, where XQ and x^ are points in X(R), is algebraically equivalent to 0. We have cip^o -x^) ^ 0 whenever a-o and a;i belong to distinct connected components of X(R Let us note that, in general, the cohomology class d^(z) of Theorem 1.1 need not be spherical. Indeed, suppose X = X' x X" (product over SpecR), where X' and X" are nonsingular, projective varieties over R such that X'(R) is nonempty and X'^R) is disconnected. Let z' be any algebraic cycle on X'. Choose two points po and pi in X"(R) that belong to distinct connected components. Since the 0-cycle z" = po-Pi on X" is algebraically equivalent to 0, the cycle z' x z" on X is algebraically equivalent to 0 as well. Furthermore, the cohomology class cip^' x z") = cip^') x ciR^") is spherical if and only if the cohomology class dpO') is spherical (for po and pi belong to distinct connected components of X^R)). Taking X' = Pj^, we have cl^^X')) = H k (X f (R)^/2), and the unique nontrivial co-
is not spherical, provided that 1 ^ k < m-1 and m is even. In particular, "connected" cannot be omitted in the last part of Theorem 1.1.
If dp (z) is spherical, then dR(»Ud]R(» = 0 is automatically satisfied, and Theorem 1.1 is in some sense the best possible result. More precisely, we have the following. 
Proofs.
Let X be a nonsingular, n-dimensional, quasiprojective algebraic variety over R with X(R) nonempty and compact. Recall that if an algebraic cycle z in Z k (X) is rationally equivalent to 0, then cl^O) = 0 (cf. [5] , 5.13) and hence dp induces a homomorphism, also denoted by dp, from the Chow group A k {X) of X into ^(X(R),Z/2). It is known that dp : A*(X) -^ ^(X^.Z^) is a homomorphism of graded rings [5] , p. 495. Thus
is a graded subring of ^*(X(R),Z/2). We shall need the following result [10] , Theorem 2.1 :
for all cycles z in Z k {X') algebraically equivalent to 0 and all v in (X(R),Z/2).
Assume now that X is projective. Then the set X(C) of C-rational points of X is a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n. There exists a unique group homomorphism cIcr^PO-^^Q.Z) such that for every closed, (n -A;)-dimensional subvariety V of X, the cohomology class clc(V) is Poincare dual to the homology class in 2n-2fc(X(C),Z) determined by V(C) (cf. [5] for the definition of this homology class). In other words, if TT : Xc = X xspecR SpecC -^ X is the canonical projection, then clc(^) is the cohomology class corresponding to the pullback algebraic cycle 7r*{z) on Xc, cf. Proof of Theorem 1.1. -By Hironaka's resolution of singularities theorem [8] , 3, we may assume that X is projective.
We obtain ch(z) U cl^O) = 0 directly from (2) and (3).
It follows from [5] , p. 498 that w,(X(R)) is in ^g(X(R),Z/2), and hence if zi,..., ir are nonnegative integers with zi + • • • + Zy, = n -k, then the cohomology class v = w,, (X(R)) U ... U w^(X(R)) belongs to 7y(X(R),Z/2). In view of (1), we have < d^z) U v, /^X(R) >= 0, which completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
Given an invertible sheaf C on X, we denote by C^ (resp. £c) the topological real (resp. complex) line bundle on X(R) (resp. X{C)) determined by C in the usual way. Suppose now that k = 1, that is, z is a Weil divisor on X. By (2) and (4), we have /3(c\^(z)) = 0, which means that c\^(z) is the reduction modulo 2 of a cohomology class in ^(^(R), Z). This last fact implies that the cohomology class c\^(z) is spherical, cf. [9] , p. 49. 
Let us now assume that k == n -1 > 1 and X(R) is connected. We already know that < c\^(z) U Wi(X(IR)), ^x(R) >= 0; which in view of the connectedness of X(M) is equivalent to c\^(z) U wi(X(R)) = 0. The last condition implies that the homology class in H-i(X(R),Z/2)
